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PUBLICATIONS


REVIEWS

1. Marcus Büker reviewed a manuscript for *Scientific Reports*.

2. Jongnam Choi reviewed a manuscript for *KSCE Journal of Civil Engineering*.

MISCELLANEOUS

1. Marcus Buker organized the 2013 Geography Faculty and Student Research Exhibit. Dozens of items, including textbooks, published journal articles, video PowerPoint sideshows, and posters from faculty, undergraduate, and graduate students were on display November 18-20.

2. **Jongnam Choi** gave the following invited talks:
   

   2. Jongnam Choi, “Numerical Weather Prediction in Modern Meteorology”, Pusan National University, Pusan, Korea, **Nov. 12, 2013**.

   3. Jongnam Choi, “Suggestion for East Sea promotion to French Textbook Companies and Authors”, Korea Hydrographic Oceanographic Administration, Pusan, Korea, **Nov. 11, 2013**.